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Downtown: 
. "by Carl Abbott . 

Why: worty, about downtown? 
. _What’s-so important that we should have - 

; ‘special planning efforts and groups that 

are: devoted exclusively to conserving and ° 

improving our downtowns and main 

'. streets? The answer is simple: 

downtown i is everybody’ s neighborhood. 

Downtowns are the only truly | 

7 ; “ee common ground within the fragmented 

. fabric of modern. communities. ’ There are 

at least three ways in which they serve as . 

the modern equivalent « of the village 

. ‘square of earlier centuries: 

ee They are natural centers for our 
* subdivided and segregated cities -and 

Owns. 
__ They are common ‘spaces. 

° They provide our only shared 

7 ‘symbols for representing the entirety 

of our communities. 

Downtowns, neighborhood shopping po 
centers, and main streets developed. 

‘because they were the physical focal 

points of their communities — the places 

of least cost and highest-efficiency. access | 

for the entire metropolitan community. 

. They:s still are: 

Historically, builders of new towns 

took care to ensure that one ‘street was _ 

wider than the others. As townsites 

~ furned into towns, that “main street” 
became the: center of community business 

~ and social life. Ih the most successful 
cities, new streetcar systems transformed , 

main street into a larger business center 

“with department stores, banks, hotels, 

theaters, and office buildings. Downtown 

- developed as the one place that every 
resident’ could reach. with convenience for : 

shopping, entertainment, and services. 

Portland, Oregon’ s reputation. as one ~ 

of the: few American, cities “where it” 

_. works” is anchored in large part on the 

| continued viability of its historic down- 

town. A Key factor has been the willing- ~ 
- ness to make.the transportation invest- 

t 

ments necessary to keep the downtown - 

as the most accessible part of the metropoli- 

tan area. The city completed-an inner » 

|. freeway loop | before the start of a subur- 

| ban-beltway, developed a. transit mall, 

_and. took the first steps toward a regional 

light-rail system. ‘All of these i improve- 

ments have made it easy to get to the 

: historic urban core and adjacent, districts. 

Portland ‘has acted ona lesson that is 

|. relevant for every city. A society that i is 

worried about the limits of its physical ~ 

and financial resources has no choice ~ it. 

“must maintain the viability of its best- 

| situated ‘spaces and the capacity of the 

public and private infrastructure that has 

developed because of that centrality. 

City centers s challenge 1 us by 

confronting us with people who 

are not our mirror image. 

Unless we ae willing to ami that we - 
_ have no community, but only fractions . 

~ and fragments, then we need to preserve - ; 

‘the generations of investment that have 

- created downtowns of all sizes. | 

Ttisa telling commentary that. many 

suburbs and cities are finding that they 

if need to create downtowns out of whole 

‘cloth. An example j is San Jose, the proto- 7 
type of the suburbanized city. The me-. 

tropolis of the Silicon Valley area 

fo managed to get away without a down- . 

town from the 1950s to the 1970s. In the 

1980s, however, residents of this suburb — 

~ without a center decided to spend nearly 

| $1.5 billion to. manufacture a comprehen- 
- sive downtown where none previously 

existed. The pieces should sound familiar: 
convention center, performing arts com, 

plex, museums; hotels, open- air retail . 

pavilion, new housing, and a light rail 

line. “With a new downtown,” 

~ politician, “nothing can stop us to ulti- 

mately rival Paris, London, or Zurich — all. 

here the Bright Lights: 
‘the great cities.” 

on whether San Jose i is the future Paris of — 

' the Pacific, but the implication is clear: a 

noted one. 

- a _ A 

‘The jury may still be.out | 

real city has: a real center... 

Natural Centers | an ao 

Downtown i is the one > place i ina 

: “community that potentially belongs to - 

everyone ~ rich and poor, black and 

white, sophisticate and derelict, old and 

young. In contrast, suburban malls. 
belong to geographically | limited groups. - 

Geographer James Vance has suggested 

that the process of suburbanization has 

actually divided metropolitan areas into 
|. distinct “urban realms” that have almost -_ 

nothing to so with each other - ~ miniature 

republics without a United Nations. even. | 

| to start a dialogue. . a 

From Jane. Jacobs to William H. 

Whyte, urban analysts. have constantly 

. reminded us that people like people; we 

- ike to see, and: we like to be seen. As. 
yo. everybody’ 8 neighborhood, downtowns - 

-build:on this fundamental social attrac- 

. tion to serve an absolutely vital function. » 

City centers challenge us by. confronting | 

‘us with people who are not our mirror 

image. A stroll. through downtown. gives. 

~ us the opportunity to interact with (or at: 

least acknowledge) people of different 

colors and backgrounds and degrees of 
‘worldly success. At its most distressing, Oo 

- downtown reminds us that our society 
contains tuined lives; yet this confronta- : . 

“tion. with unlikeliness is the wellspring of » 

creativity. It is hard to form new ideas | 

when we only talk with people who agree 

with us. Morethana century ago, John i 

Stuart Mill wrote that-“it is hardly 

possible to overrate the value, in the 

present low state of human development, : 

_of placing human beings i in contact with’ 

- persons dissimilar to themselves, and. 

with modes of thought and action unlike , 

those with which they are familiar. Such — 

|. communication has always been « one of 

“the primary sources of progress.” 
(continued on page 3) 
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Downtown (continued from page I ) . 

o What this suggests is the danger of - 

the socially divided downtown. In many 
. large‘cities, the central business core has- 

been clearly divided between the majority 

_ and minority users. If you walk from 

~ North Michigan Avenue to South State. 
Street i in Chicago, the racial mix‘on the 

sidewalk changes almost block by block - 

there has developed an upscale down- 

town for white Chicago.and a second 

“downtown for black Chicago. The same | 

pattern holds in Los Angeles, where the 

c authentic downtown built before 1950 has_ | 

. largely been abandoned by whites.. The 

" language on the’streets in now Spanish c ot 

Chinese; the old movie palaces show films 7 

" -qnade in Mexico rather than Hollywood; 
_and the crowds line up at the end of the 

- workday to catch east and westbound- 

buses. Only a few blocks away is the new: 

_ highrise corridor on the west side of - 

~ downtown. Impregnable towers turn 

"blank walls to the street as they climb the _ 
aptly 1 named Bunker Hill. Professionals . 

- zip into protected parking in the morning; 

and wheel out at night toward the hills 

~and ocean. In the same downtown. are” 
- two realms that coexist in splendid 

‘isolation — perhaps one reason why the 

"vast wealth of Los Angeles has yet to be 
"reflected in the generation of powerful 

Downtowns are. incubators of new - 

.. businesses as well as new ideas. Espe* 

’ cially on their somewhat jumbled and - 
messy edges, they provide new enter- 

prises with affordable space ‘that is 

_.convenient to. necessary services. They 
- provide the best locations for the highly 

specialized: business, for the avant-garde, 

| for the strange as well as the standard. , 

“Wherever lively and popular parts of 
‘cities are found,” wrote Jane Jacobs, “the 

~ small much outnumber the large.” We 

spend substantial time and money to 

develop formally designated support 
~ centers for small businesses, when what. _ 

we are really trying to do is recreate _ 
‘ natural. downtown fringes and neighbor- : 

hood business strips. 

7 Common spaces 
~ Downtowns are also our primary 

“civic spaces. The traditional-main street of | 

~ small towns, the neighborhood shopping 

; district, and. the big-city downtown are 

where we enact the rituals that remind US . 

we are : members of larger communities. 

|. At the turn of the century, residents 

gathered at the stage stops, post offices, 

lodge halls, and saloons to exchange 

information, advice and gossip.. The town 

band played in the downtown dance hall. 

and park. Today, the cafe and tavern 

have replaced the saloon, and the . 

hardware store has replaced the.stage- - . 
_coach stop, but the role of main street... 
remains essentially unchanged. 

-. Much the same can be said for 
neighborhood. business. districts. ‘In older 

‘cities, they help to preserve the identity of 

ethnic communities and give residents a 

sense of common place through. shared ~ 

“stores, banks,-post offices, and libraries. 

~ These districts play host to local parades _ 

|. and neighborhood gatherings, and make 

“it possible to conduct everyday business 

~ without a journey to the mall or the 

suburban strip.. Downtowns fill the same a] 

| -roles and’ more. The public spaces of. 

downtown are the venues for parades ° 

and celebrations; for festivals.of food, 

| folklife, art, and thought; for efforts to 
~ gather political support and to influence. 

public opinion through rallies and 

petition drives. These are functions that 

are vital for our sense of civic member- 

_ ship and for our survival asa democracy. 

They are also the functions that are 

severely restricted within the malls and 

superstores that try to internalize main’ 

street under « one roof, 

Shared s symbols 
Finally, downtowns and main streets - 

/ contribute to the well being of their com- 

munities by helping to express their . 

common identities. Downtowns and. 

commercial districts are the front doors of 

communities. Business travelers judge.a 
city from its airport, the freeway into 
town, and the downtown with its hotels, | 

highrises, museums, and convention | 

-center. Local residents judge city neigh- 

borhoods by eyeballing the. condition of 

businesses along the arterial streets. No | 

great city has yet taken a Wal- Mart as its: 

_ public symbol or puta factory outlet mall 

on its municipal letterhead. Many places © 

present themselves to the world through 

their downtown skylines, through & the. . 

courthouses sitting in the center of town 

squares; or through the bright lights of the 

neighborhood commercial districts. 

Some cities —San Francisco comes to _ 

mind — become intensely touchy about 

“their skylines. ‘Londoners havebeen 

" deeply disturbed that new office towers © 

~ have obscured the view of St. Paul’s. 

Cathedral. Philadelphians for many: years 

- made sure that no building stood taller — 

than the statue of William Penn atop the _ 

City: Hall tower... : 

In many ways, Portland’s most 

‘ important advantage over. other cities is 

_ the pedestrian. ambiance and “European” 
flavor of its downtown, which has been | 
achieved by twenty years of comprehen- 

~. sive- planning. Business worries about _ 

_ suburban competition and parking. 

_ problems coincided twenty-five years ago 

with public disgust over a blighted * _ 

- waterfront. In the early 1970s, specific — 

' issues: were merged i into‘a downtown ~~ 
planning process that drew in public. 

= officials, retailers, property owners, 

neighborhood groups, and professional 

and civic organizations. 

The resulting plan offered integrated : 
_ solutions to’a long list of problems that 

had been. approached piecemeal for two ; 

~ generations. It was technically sound - 

~_ because its proposals were based on- 

improvements in access and, transporta- | 

tion, and politically viable because it 
prescribed tradeoffs among the different . 

_ interests as part of a coherent strategy- 

-Most of the downtown projects of the 

1970s and 1980s implemented facets of the 
~ plan, and at the end of the decade a new 

plan updated the design elements and - 

supported extensions of a thriving | 

business core into downtown fringe areas. 

As-centers of community life, . 

downtown and main street are strong © 

symbols of community individualism; as" 

centers of business activity, they are open 

to everyone. As more and more commu- 
nities are realizing, downtowns have the 
potential to combine the best of both | 

_ values as neighborhoods for everybody. 

Abbott i isa | professor of urban studies and 

planning at Portland State. University. 
_ This article was previously published in the . .- 

Upstate Planner Newsletter; Upstate New 

York Chapter, APA; May 1993. —. aL 
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i EVENTS ~ 
Planning More Livable. 
‘Communities 

The “Planning More Livable oe 
o Communities” ‘seminars bring to- 

a gether a core group of individuals 
involved in the land use planning 
process from each municipality, : 

- designed to help decision-makers _ - 
become more aware.of the critical link. 

between. mags transit.use and: land’ 

use, and to: develap. local al strategiesifor | 
aa a more “livable places.” 

- Presented’ by the. Local Govern: , 
~. ment Commiission,:and co- “sponsored - 

. by PG&E.and the Bay Area Air 
Quality Management District, the 

schedule for the remaining one- day: ' 
- workshops is as follows: 

a a June: 4 ‘Napa/ ‘Sonoma Counties 

June 14 Santa Clara County 

- The workshops are presented i ina 
forum. format, with a group-discus- 

5 sion in the. afternoon to consider ways 7 
of designing and implementing oad - 
for walkable communities which: are 

~. compact. enough to support public. 
transit, sustain local businesses, and 

_ provide a diversity of housing a and 
~ jobs. 

Workshops have already been 
- ; held for other counties, including.’ 

- Alameda, Contra Costa, Monterey, - , 

Solano, Colusa and Yolo, with good 

attendance and favorable response... 
_ For. more information, call Judy. 
Corbett or Jennifer P Puser at 916. 448- |. 

1198.- 

| Can Systems Engineering 
‘Save the Environment? - 

The environmental ‘impact report 
. (EIR) and environmental impact - 
~. statement (EIS) are the. lawyer's, a 

version of systems engineering. 
a Systems engineering is a “isdeanicd 

- methodology for managing the risks __ | 
and decisions involved in designing 
and implementing systems of - 

_ optimum capability within the 
- constraints of resources and time. 

_ Although it has come into wide- . 
spread use in the defense industry 
and in some segments of the com- 

- has not been widely adopted by 
| municipal governments as a tool for 

_| making decisions and managing — 
| complex projects. : 

; Lives of the Small and 
|} Successful 

Join ASLA for a \ design night! ann 

mercial industry, this: methodology _ 

trade-offs.in solid waste disposal. 

The speaker, Frederick Martin, 7 
has:worked at the Stanford Linear. |. 

. Accelerator Center for 17: years: and: 
| has been a systems engineer at GTE 
*) for 10 years. He has been active in . 
| promoting container deposit legisla- _-f 

tion, resource recovery programs, 
composting of solid waste and sludge, 

| and: converting solid waste to energy _ | 
‘and. other. byproducts. . 

‘Date: Wednesday, june 16 16 
‘| ‘Time: » 7-9PM . : 

Location: Penny U. Bistro, The 
Alameda at Hillmar, 

-. near Santa Clara University 
| RSVP: Michael Bethke, 408.984-3111_ - 

Chris Pattillo Associates (CPA) is 
featured in a program focussing on 

_ the tactics used by a small landscape: 
architecture firm to successfully 

| survive the recession and stay ¢com- 
| petitive. CPA’s work consists of small. 
--and midsize public projects, parks, 
multifamily housing, and work for | 
‘private developers. Learn marketing | 
and management techniques that can 

help planning firms, as well as other . 
professions. 

Date: ‘Thursday, July 22 

_Time:, 6:30 PM 
Location: 337, 17th Street, Oakland 

(2 blocks from 19th Street BART), 

| RSVP: 510.465-1284, by July 16 

| 4 \& ; J0Bs IN PLANNING | 
| Land Use and Transportation Planners - 

- CityofOakland. 
Lo Contract. positions, no benelits.. 

This program, sponsored by. the | 
South Bay Chapter of the Association - 
of Environmental Professionals (AEP), . 
will present < a framework in which 
local governments can use the meth-- 
ods of systems engineering to- evaluate | 

| the environmental consequences of . 
| -projects, illustrated-by analyzing the. 

- The Office of Planningand Building seeks quali So 

: fied applicants for one- and two-year positions 
“_- in the Comprehensive. Planning: Division. Se- 

. “nior Transportation Planner ($35/hour) needed a 

“+ to. manage preparation of General: Plan Trans- a — 

| - > -portation- Element; requires ‘Masters Degree ~. 

~ and ‘5-plus:years experience in transportation — 
, “planning, knowledge of modeling software, ex- 

perience in project management:and General. La 

-|-» Plan/EIR preparation. - Planner Ii ($31 /hour). 
- needed-to assist in preparation oflandUseand 

_ Safety Elements; requires Masters Degree and 
5-plus'years experience.in land.use planning, 
public participation, EIR preparation. Excellent . — . 

"written/verbal skills essential: Planner Il ($27/ 
~--hour): needed to assist in preparation ofvarious: 

|- Elements and participate in on-going advance, - 

_ planning assignments. All positions arranged. 

__ by contract, no benefits provided. Minorities, 

: _womén, and Oakland residents encouraged to 
apply. Send letter of-interest:and resume to: .° ~ 

Se : Willie Yee, Jr., Oakland OPB, 1330 Broadway, an 

fe Suite 310, Oakland, CA 94612. Nophone cals _ 

“please, : . 

Principal Planner > 
City of Sunnyvale. 

~ | Salary: $50,721 - 61,651 annually 
_ plus 7% City-paid PERS and. 
‘excellent benetits : | 

: Under general direction, takes professional lead- | 

_ ership in the foundation and development of oe 

-- comprehensive City plans, performs current: 

and advance planning activities, administers 7 

‘the City. planning ordinances, and provides 

professional assistance. to the City Planning. 

- Officer. Requires: Any: ‘combination ofeduca-- 

 tionand experience equivalentto possessionof © _ 

a Master's Degree in City Planning.and five 

years of progressively responsible professional 

experience in local planning activities with at ' 

. least. two. years at a journey-level or higher. 

a Someexperience supervising professionalplan-_ 

ning staff is highly desirable. 
Deadline: Friday, June 25, 1993, 5PM 

7 Applications received after 5PM on June 25 will 
~ not be accepted. 
7 Apply at: Human Resources Department, City 

> of Sunnyvale, 456 West Olive Avenue, Sunny-- 

- vale, CA 94086. Phone: 408.730-7490°. 
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“EVENTS: a / a aa 
Transportation Impacts of 

| Land Use Development 
Ecological Commuinity 

- Design and Planning 

Environmental Criteria and 

Benefits. 

7 Weas planners have good reason - 
a to closely examine how we use the 
terms * “ecological,’ ” “sustainable,” and. 

| “community.’ ” They are often being - 
“misused by environmentalists, 

a politicians, the media, architects, and 
planners. Three panelists, self-" - 
described front line advocates of 

- ecological and sustainable community 
oS planning and design, will discuss the 

_ meaning of these terms. It is their ~~ 
~~ contention that planning tools for 

_. social stability; economically and _ 
"cooperatively shared land; natural _ 
~~ energy systems, resources and _ | 
_\. materials; and efficient transportation 
. _ of goods and people are needed.” 

Pragmatic solutions to be dis- 
a cussed include intergenerational - 

shared housing, village cluster/co- | 
_ housing, and transit-fed péedestrian- 

oriented land use planning. Incentive. 
zoning provisions based upon eco- i 

~ logical and sustainable practices, 
~ backed up by EPA and CEQA poli- 

cies, and comprehensive land use and: | 

_ Dates: transit programs are tools planners 

~ need to incorporate i into their lari- 

_ Buage. 

Center, Inc; Berkeley — 

) ‘Panelists: ‘Joelle Ann Perkocha, i 

“Associate Director, Human Invest- - 

- ment Project, Inc., San Mateo County, .; 
and William Klien, AICP, Transpor- 

~ tation and Environmental Consultant, 
Capital Partnerships, Inc., Sausalito 

. Date: Thursday, June 24 

; ‘Time: 6PM, wine and cheese 

— 6:45 - 8 PM, ‘program « and 
discussion. . 

~ Location: East Bay AIA Office, 499 | 
| 14th Street, Suite 21, Oakland. (At. - 

— 12th. Street BART) 

RSVP: Ken Norwood, 510. 548- 8618 . 

__ This two- -day, intensive short - 
| course will be beneficial to anyone © 

who prepares or reviews traffic 
impact studies. Emphasis will be.on 

_ practical techniques to plan better © 
_ developments. Students will solve: 
actual case study problems and see _ 

7 examples of both good and bad - 
: design. | 

‘This i is an intensive introduction : 

‘| to. the assessment of. transportation. 

~ impacts of new land use develop-. 
| ment. It covers the fundamentals of: - 

of. Preparing traffic impact studies, oe 

addressing: cumulative. impacts of | 

new. development, on-site circulation, 
7 capacity analysis, functional classifi: 
cation of. streets, street design stan- 

| dards, parking strategies, access and. 
geometric design, and software 
demonstrations. 

"Presented by the University of 
Southern California Institute of 
Transportation Studies Extension... 

-Course fee is $350, including materi- . 

| als. Instructors: ‘Nazir Lalani, City 

Transportation Engineer, Ventura; 
“Steve Colman, Principal, Powling 

Associates, Oakland.- 

14 - 15, South Lake Tahoe 

. | 7 For more information, call 510. 231- ; 
° Moderator: Ken Norwood, Executive | ; 

_.~ Director, Shared Living Resource 7 
#990. 

Two Pacific Rim 

ae Making Cities Sustainable: 
Balancing Economic with _ 
Environmental Imperatives 

Conferences i in October 

Learn about profitable and ecological . 

“|. projects, global investment opportuni- 

_ ties, innovative approaches to plan- - 

-| ning. Form alliarices with prominent _ 

professionals from Australia, Canada, 

- China, Hong Kong, Japan, Korea, - | 
“ Singapore, Taiwan, and Vietnam. 

a 

The Pacific Rim Council on Urban 

of Development i isa premier urban. : 

planning and real-estate association of | 

; international professionals from the 

July 8- 9, Las Vegas / October 

| private and public sectors. PRCUD's. 
_ primary. goal i is to provide networks 

| -for information exchange and contact 
|) with prominent Professionals across | 
- the Pacific Rim. 

Tobe held October 17 - 20.at the Mark 7 . 
Hopkins Hotel, San Francisco. _ - 

f Early. registration: August: 31, $350" 

- “members, $400; non-members. 

if Green Plans for the 21st 
Century es 

Learn about how governments are 
|. working with industry and citizens to’ 

, solve environmental dilemmas, and 

how the Pacific Rim: region is devel- 

oping and implementing Green Plans. a 

f The: Resource Renewal. Institute i isa 

pe non-profit organization advocating. 

lee comprehensive environmental policy. » 

plans — -Green Plans = on: local, ‘state, 

- regional and national levels. RRI’s 

|» third. conference. draws on years.of _ 

. research and networking with Green 

| Plan nations. 

To be held October 21 - 23 at the . 

| Marin County ( Civic Center, San a 
Rafael. 

Early registration: August 31. $225. 

Both conferences: $500. 

, "For more information, contact: Lillian 
— | Yeh,. PRCUD Conference, Institute of | | 

fe Urban and Regional Development, 

| 316, Wurster Hall, University of - 

_ | California, Berkeley, CA 94720. 
ae Phone 510.642- 1399. 
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- : by Chucky, Arce 

"THE WHITE | 
city: 

“mist, along the 
-desolate banks of — - 

_. Wooded Island in 
~ the wilderness of © 

~ Jackson Park, two" 

groups of people, « on, different sides of the island, 
binoculars i in hand, peered over ‘the lagoon towards. 

; the oppasite shore. The fierce winds from Lake ~ 

i Michigan seemed to hamper the efforts of both. ‘As’ 

‘the two groups converged in. the bulrushes, the logos — 

on the name badges could. be seen: One group’s said 
: “Audubon”; the other's said “APA”. Eachgroup ._ 

. seemed to snicker at the observations ‘of the. other: 
| “There!” said the leader of the first group ina loud 

_ whisper. “There is. the long-necked goose thrush!” oe 

, _ “There!” said the leader of the second group: “There } 

_ stood the largest building i in.the world!” — 

_. This. unlikely confrontation between two ‘bands of. 

- conventioneers actually took place during the Na-» 

tional APA Conference in Chicago May 1-5. An APA : 

mobile workshop to Jackson Park commemorated the | 
-_ exact centennial of the opening day of the 1893. | 

Columbus Exhibition. The fair was a tour de force for 

Daniel (“Make No Little Plans”) Burnham, who 
- wanted to prove to the world that cities could be — 

beautiful after all. His, though temporary, y, definitely 
was. . 

The fair was full of “Firsts”: The first commemora- - 
tive. stamp, the first Ferris Wheel, the first “midway”, 

_and for many visitors it was even the first time they . 

: _ had seen a light bulb, much less an illuminated white 

city. Up from the bog ofa ramshackle park sprung 
gorgeous white exhibit buildings, fountains and 

statues, many of which were really designed more — 

like movie sets than elements of a functional city. 

| i The grandeur of the fair captured the imagination of 
a generation, and reunited the United States into a_ 

major world player, able to hold its own when 

PLANLINES 

—. res compared to the great expositions of Europe. tis 
ee ee |. said that the rash of U.S. World Fairs in the decade 

oo nh ‘the morning pe afterwards (including the San Francisco Pan, Ameri-- 

| can in 1915) were mere facsimiles of the Chicago. fair. 

. ‘The only remnant of the Fair today i is the Museum of -! 

_ Science and Industry, then called the Palace of Fine 
|. Arts.. Though huge by our. standards, this palace 

_- was dwarfed in 1893 by half a dozen other buildings, 
~ including the Manufacturers and Liberal Arts > | 

oS building, which was six times larger. 

_ Inour relatively young continent, we're not used to 

something here having been the world’s largest 

something one day and no trace of it left the next. 

_ And the fact that the. site of such beauty has reverted 

to nature lends some poetic justice to all of our — 

= efforts. The other fair. buildings burned down ii in 

1894 (except the Japanese Pavilion “Ho-o-den”, 

which was torched: by. anti- Japanese yahoos i in 1945, yo 

It's interesting to note a proposal fora. 

" quincentennial Columbian Exposition was s turned 

7 down by the City of Chicago for economic reasons. __ 

Basically, we could never do what we did i in 1893! 

After all, it has been said that the physical infrastruc- 
ture of the world’s cities are based on inventions - 

~made 100 years ago: indoor plumbing, the light 

bulb, the electric trolley, steel frame buildings and 

] elevators,. the.automobile, the’subway and the. 

telephone. 1. All eight were invented between 1876 | 

and 1893, the date-of the exposition. What have we 

accomplished since then? 

- Daniel Burnham’s “AN hite City” gives usa lot of food 

for thought. After all, as Rick Cole, mayor of Pasa- 

_ dena, reminded us at our last chapter conference: 

__ “When Daniel Burnham said ‘Make no little plans; 

he didn’t mean 500 pages.” : 

) For more on this theory, see “The Eight Great” in “Building 

. the City of Tomorrow,” by John P. Eberhard, professor and _ 
head of the Department of Architecture at Carnegie Mellon : 

an University, Washington | Post, June 26, 1988. a 
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